1. Introduction. Let (E, B, F, p) denote a fibre space in the sense of J.-P. Serre, in which the base B is arcwise connected and vi(B) operates trivially on the fibre F. In what follows, cohomology will always mean singular (cubical) cohomology; the standard notation, C*, Z*, etc., for cochains, cocycles, etc., will be used, and coefficients will always be taken in a commutative ring K with a unit element. Throughout, it will be assumed that the cohomology algebra H*(F; K) is a graded tensor product of monogenic, possibly truncated, polynomial algebras with transgressive generators of positive degrees, and that H*(F; K) is of finite type (i.e., has a finite (additive) K-basis in each dimension) with IGH°(F; K).
My aim here is, as in [3] , to study the relation between the cohomology groups of E and those of B and F. I recall that in [3] details were given of the method of Hirsch in singular cohomology theory, in which under suitable conditions, a coboundary operator d is proved to exist on the tensor product C*(B; K)®KH*(F; K), together with a map u:C*(B; K)®KH*(F; K) ->C*(E; K) which induces isomorphisms on cohomology groups. The results proved here below show that, in fact, under the conditions given above, d and u, in the Hirsch method, can be defined by explicit formulae in terms of cup-and cup-l-products obtained from the generators of H*(F; K). These explicit formulae of course generalize the explicit formulae given in [3] up to dimension 2m -1 for d and u, in case F is a space of type X(tr, n).
Collected together, the results may be regarded as a "weak" generalization of a theorem of A. BoreK1), referred to in the title. I use the adjective "weak" because whereas Borel proves the existence of a multiplicative isomorphism in cohomology, viz. H*(C*(B;K) ®K H*(F; K)) «//*(£; K), here I can only prove the existence of an additive isomorphism (despite the existence of a multiplicative, cup-product structure). However, I claim the results to be a generalization of the theorem of Borel, since they are valid in ordinary, singular, cohomology theory, for fibre spaces in the sense of Serre, whereas in order to obtain anti-commutative systems of cochains, and hence a multiplicative isomorphism, Borel is obliged to restrict his attention to fibre bundles, and to use Alexander-Spanier cohomology theory with compact supports. Furthermore, in the results proved here, the cohomology algebra H*(F; K) of the fibre (') Cf. [l, §24] for the statement and proof of this result. Cf. also footnote 12, p. 517, [3] .
[February is no longer restricted as in Borel's result to being an exterior algebra; and finally the proofs are valid over a ring of coefficients, whereas Borel's result is valid only over the real field. The paper is arranged as follows. First, the explicit formulae for d and u are given, and u is proved to be an admissible map for the Hirsch technique.
(The methods of [3] are used throughout, and the reader is referred to that paper for details of those methods, especially in the proof of Proposition 1.) Second, the generalization of Borel's result is completed. The paper closes with two short appendices, one on the applicability of the results when F is a space of type 3C(7r, n), and the other on the possibility of introducing a product structure into C*(B; K)®k 77*(77; K), so that the isomorphism in cohomology given by the Hirsch method becomes a multiplicative isomorphism. In this last appendix the questions involved remain open. is the homomorphism induced by p: E-+B. The definitions and proofs which follow will all be inductive in character. 7 state once for all that the inductive assumptions will be valid on additive basis elements of H*ÍF; K), x = x'¿lxT£ • • ■ xT£, ii<i2< ■ • • <i", as above, with n&l, rn^k, for some integers I, k, and that the inductive extension will be to basis elements xxí with i = in.
Greek letters will always denote the degrees of elements with corresponding Roman letters; thus, without explicit statement of these facts, it will be assumed that ß denotes the degree of b, ß' that of b', £ that of x, £¿ that of Xi, etc. Notice that, in consequence, certain relations will hold among these Greek symbols; e.g., since by definition y¿ is a cocycle in the transgression of Xi, degree (yi) = degree (xi) + 1, i.e.,ij»=&+l.
To help the printer I denote by S?(w) the parity ( -1)" of an integer n. (b ® x)(b' ® x') = v(tß')(bb' <g> xx'), a product which is, to within a + sign, the cup-1-product in B with coefficients in H*(F; K). where Wx here denotes the cup-1-product in E, and, as before, dE is the coboundary operator in E and c¿ is the transgression cochain associated with Xi, i.e., p*yi = dECi. It is obvious that u, so defined, preserves degrees. Lemma 1. ud = dEu.
Certainly ud(\ ®x{) =dBu(l ®Xi), for both are equal p*yi-Assume inductively, therefore, that ud(\ ®x) =dEu(l ®x). We require to consider the truth of the lemma for elements 1®«,; the proof of the lemma will then follow from linearity considerations. We require to show that u, defined as above, satisfies condition (i) of the assertion of the Hirsch method, given in [3, p. 511]. Lemma 2 above implies immediately that the second part of the condition is satisfied. Using the notation of [3] it therefore remains only to show that pßu=<p**. (I shall not repeat the definitions implicit in this use of the notation of [3] . As stated in the Introduction above, the reader is referred to [3] for such details as are necessary.)
Again the proof which follows will be inductive in character. Still using the notation of [3] , note that, in the first place Xi*«(l ® Xi) = \i*a It follows immediately then, from the method of Hirsch, and Lemma 1 above, that u is a monomorphism, and that the coboundary operator d defined above is the (unique) Hirsch coboundary operator. Thus u induces an additive isomorphism between the graded cohomology X-module of C*(B; K) ®k H*(F; K), computed by using the coboundary operator d, and the graded cohomology .iv-module H*(E; K). This completes the generalization of the first part of the result of A. Borel.
To generalize the second part of the Borel result, I require to prove the existence of homomorphisms q and r such that the following diagram is commutative:
H*(C*(B;K) ®KII*F;K)) I1*(B;K) H*(F; K).
II*(E; K)
The homomorphisms p* and ft in the diagram are of course induced by p: E->B and the injection i: F-*E, just as u* is induced by u.
A trivial argument concerning the degrees of the terms involved shows that an element of 1 ® H*(F; K) can never be a coboundary in L = C*(B ; K) ®k H*(F; K). Thus a cohomology class of L contains at most one To prove that the diagram is commutative, let us first for the sake of notation denote by z the cohomology class of any cocycle z. Thus for example if 1 ®x'Gl ®H*(F; K) is a cocycle in L, then r(l ®x') =x'. Then the Proposition 1 above implies that u^qb = u(b ®1) = p*b = p*b. Also, again using the notation of [3] as in the proof of Proposition 1 above, *1«1(1 ® x') = tl{u(l ® x')} = i*u(l ® x') = Xt*«(l ® x') = 1 ® x' which, identifying \®H*(F; K) with H*(F; K) is equal to r(l®x'). Thus the diagram is commutative as required. Appendix 1. Applicability of results. The cohomology algebra of a space of type X(tt, n) over the field Zp of integers mod p is, by the results of H. Cartan [2] , a tensor product of an exterior algebra (over a vector space with elements of odd degrees) with a symmetric algebra (over a vector space with elements of even degrees). Thus certainly fibre spaces with fibre of type X(ir, n) will yield examples in which the result proved above is applicable, provided the multiplicative generators in the cohomology algebra 77(7r, w; Zp) are transgressive. That this is indeed so follows from results of H. Cartan loc. cit., Exposé 14. Thus, by definition, these generators are dual to the generators in the homology algebra 77* (tt, w; Zp) and are therefore orthogonal to the decomposable elements in this homology algebra. In consequence, then, of the last remark in [2, Exposé 14, p. 12], the generators of H*(ir, n; Zp) are in the image of the suspension homomorphism: 775+1(ir, w + 1; Zp) -*Hqiir, n ; Zp), i.e., they are transgressive in the fibre space of paths on a space of type 3C(7t, w + 1). As noted in the lemma of [3, §3] , the generators are therefore "universally" transgressive, i.e., transgressive in any fibre space with fibre of type 3C(7r, n).
An alternative, possibly more direct, proof of this result can, of course, be obtained by means of the Cartan theory of constructions. One requires the generators of 77* (t, w; Zp) to be transgressive in the JF-bar construction (2) iKiw, n), 7>(ir, w+1), Kiir, w + 1)). This construction is equivalent, when normalised, to the (ordinary) bar construction, and this in turn has the homology and cohomology of the tensor product of "basic" acyclic constructions of Cartan (3) . In these basic constructions it is easy to verify that the multiplicative generators in cohomology are transgressive and of course the equivalence of the constructions together with the "projections" onto the basic constructions enable one to carry back to the original PF-bar construction the fact that the generators are transgressive. Appendix 2. Two open questions. It appears difficult to decide whether or not u1: 77*(L) «77*(E; K) can be made multiplicative.
I am, for instance, unable to answer the following two questions.
(i) Is there a product structure induced in 77*(7.) by the product (b ® *)(*' ® *') = Vitß')ibb' ® xx') of L?
This seems unlikely but I have no counter-example.
(ii) Even if (i) is false, is uLCC*(£; K) closed with respect to the cupproduct multiplication in C*(£; K), so that a multiplication can be imposed on L making u, and hence iA multiplicative? on, respectively, monogenic exterior algebras, and polynomial algebras, over Zp; cf. H. Cartan, loc. cit., Exposé 9.
